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ABSTRACT
Hydraulic servoactuators have long been used in industry
where high performance precision motion control is required.
Because of their precision and ability to generate large forces,
applications are numerous in industry. One such application
provides cockpit motion for flight simulation. This thesis
investigates a new emergency shutdown (abort) scheme for such
high performance servo-systems. Because flight simulation
involves the motion control of both man and machinery (a mock
cockpit in motion), it will be used as the standard by which a
safe and effective abort is modeled.
The justification for motion abort during actuator
operation is unsafe actuator accelerations. In order to protect
man and equipment, the operation of critical servosystems, such
as flight simulators, must be constantly monitored to detect
system malfunctions which might cause personal injury or
equipment damage. After any malfunction is detected, the
appropriate shutdowm hardware must be signaled to safely take
command of the servosystem and bring it to rest.
The intent of this thesis was to verify the integrity of a
new concept in hydraulic actuator abort, which utilizes the
mechanical feedback of actuator acceleration. Once verified,
critical design parameters can be further optimized and possible
design configurations suggested.
The abort system was modeled on a software package called
Continuous System Modelling Program (CSMP). The actual abort
subsystem proved to work as expected, but when integrated into
the flight simulation actuation system, instability was
observed. This instability occurred due to extremely large
inertial forces acting on relatively large volumes of
compressible hydraulic fluid. The spring rate imposed by the
hydraulic fluid caused high frequency oscillations, superimposed
on the desired steady state behavior, to pass through the entire
system. Various loop gains in the model were adjusted to
minimize the oscillations, but an additional dampening device
would be the likely solution to effectively attenuate the
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate a new
servosystem emergency abort scheme, and to verify it's
feasibility by analyzing it's underlying theories of
operation. This will be accomplished by generating an
appropriate mathematical model and attempting to optimize
its critical parameters. The intent of the new abort scheme
is to allow for a safe and effective emergency shutdown
regardless of any initial conditions, such as initial
velocity, inertial load and static load. To accomplish
this, closed loop feedback of true actuator acceleration is
used to continuously adjust the rate of control spool
displacement. The culmination of this thesis is the
development of a prototype layout of a possible abort
mechanism.
B_;_ BACKGROUND
Hydraulic power has long been used as the
"muscle"
in
applications of factory, farm and domestic machinery. With
the invention of the servovalve in the
1950'
s, hydraulic
systems could boast high precision motion control in
addition to awesome power. These two features allowed for
applications in areas such as factory automation, automotive
and aircraft testing, mining and flight simulation. This
thesis involves the application of highly critical
servosystems in flight simulation.
The simulation of flight is achieved by the use of a
moving mock cockpit. Figure 1-1 illustrates a flight
simulator with six degrees of freedom.
c*rH0M-R*Y
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Figure 1-1: Flight Simulator
Generally, six linear hydraulic actuators are used to
control the major motion of the cockpit. Electrical
signals, generated by the cockpit controls, are sent to a
supervisory computer. These signals are then converted to
control signals which are sent to the various actuators
needed to simulate the commanded motion. Because of the
actuators ability to generate large accelerations, many
flight situations can be realistically simulated.
Recently, attention has been given to dangers existing
with the utilization of hydraulic servosystems. Most larger
servosystems, such as ones used to control the major motion
of flight simulators, can easily generate fatal and
destructive accelerations in the event of a system
malfunction. A common example of a servosystem malfunction
is power failure. If the controlling servovalve receives no
electrical signal, it is likely that its control spool will
shuttle "hard-over", exposing the actuator piston to a
pressure differential that is equal to full system pressure.
Such a pressure differential can easily produce destructive
accelerations. In order to protect man and equipment,
industries are now requiring the implementation of abort
hardware that can detect system malfunctions, take command
of the servo system, and bring it safely to rest.
Traditionally, the method of abort is to block the
control ports between the servovalve and the actuator. If
no hydraulic fluid is allowed to
flow into volumes on either
side of the actuator piston, the actuator will become
immobilized. Refer to Figure 1-2. In most cases, a spring
loaded spool is the blocking mechanism. During normal
operation, system pressure acts against the spring allowing
the control ports to remain wide open. This system pressure
is
"dumped"
through a control orifice during abort, allowing
the spring to shuttle the abort spool into a position where
both control ports are blocked.
In order to safely bring the actuator to rest within
the given deceleration requirements, it is necessary to
control the rate at which the abort spool dictates control
port closure. Schematics of the various abort
configurations are shown in Figure 1-2. The first
generation of abort mechanisms utilized a constant control
orifice to dump the system pressure acting on the spool.
Thus, the pressure decreases at a preprogrammed rate,
causing the spool to close off the control ports at a
preprogrammed rate. This type of abort falls short in that
it is not responsive to the initial conditions of the
actuator when the shutdown signal is first sent. Varying
initial conditions such as actuator velocity and supported
inertial load may cause a wide
variance in the deceleration
shock. First generation abort mechanisms, which are in use
today, are custom
designed for their particular application








































abort scheme showing first and second
generation control
orifice configurations.
The second generation abort mechanisms attempted to use
closed loop pressure feedback to keep the acceleration at a
minimum level, independent of initial conditions. A small
floating poppet acts as a variable control orifice and is
subjected to the same pressure differential as the actuator
piston. As the pressure differential increases, the control
orifice closes off, restricting the flow through it. This
slows down the rate at which the abort spool blocks the
cylinder ports. If the pressure differential is near zero,
indicating that the actuator is not decelerating much, the
control orifice will open up, allowing the abort spool to
close off the cylinder ports much faster. This faster port
closure will cause more deceleration of the actuator. This
method of abort proved to be independent of initial velocity
and inert ial force, but dependant on static load and
actuator orientation. For example, an abort system modeled
for an actuator oriented vertically would not respond the
same if the actuator was later tilted at some angle.
This thesis will deal with the third generation of
safety abort
mechanisms. This abort scheme utilizes true
acceleration feedback to control the rate of control port
closure. With the use of actuator acceleration as feedback,
the performance of the shutdown hardware will be independent
of initial conditions and static loading.
C SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
There are many guidelines available to an engineer when
designing a mechanism to safely and effectively abort a
servosystem. Requirements and constraints on the abort
system can be broken into several categories. The most
fundamental category contains performance requirements of
the servoactuators during abort. This pertains to how the
actuators should behave after the abort hardware has taken
command of them. Another category lists the various
conditions of the servosystem, prior to abort, for which
abort performance should be consistent. Since the abort
mechanism is likely to be incorporated in series with the
servosystem, it becomes necessary to place constraints on
its effects on the servosystem during normal operation. The
final category includes requirements on the physical
hardware of the abort system. This involves constraints on
size, cost, and orientation. Many of the guidelines
discussed in this section originate from industrial
standards, which usually are expressed numerically. Other
guidelines are imposed by the author, and are expressed
qualitatively.
Laboratory experimentation indicates that humans can
withstand accelerations of up to 20 g's for short durations
(Ref 4,5). To insure prevention of
equipment damage and
personal injury, it is necessary to
limit the actuator
acceleration to 1 g during abort. Similar experimentation
has demonstrated that human shock injury may occur when
exposed to acceleration rates in the vicinity of 500-1000
g's per second (Ref 5,6). As an additional safety factor,
rate of acceleration was bounded to below 200 g's per
second. Although no industrial bound has been placed on
actuator piston travel after abort, in order to cause
minimum damage to the cockpit structure, it is desirable to
minimize post-abort piston travel. To do this, it is
necessary to closely approach, without exceeding,
the limits
placed on acceleration during abort. Figure 1-3 shows a

















The purpose of incorporating dynamic feedback into an
abort system is to keep abort control consistent regardless
of the initial conditions of the servosystem (prior to
abort). Figure 1-3 shows the desired actuator performance
for an actuator that was initially traveling at maximum
velocity ("33 in/s) with zero acceleration. However, there
are six actuators in the system, and each one is likely to
be performing differently at the time of abort. For this
reason, it is necessary to require that each actuator
perform to the requirements outlined in the previous
paragraph for any initial velocity or acceleration.
In a six degree of freedom flight simulator, the weight
of the cockpit is distributed to six linear actuators. The
actuators are pivoted and can swing through angles of over
60 degrees from the vertical to effectively simulate
different flight maneuvers. The static load on the actuator
can drastically change as actuator orientation changes. In
fact, it is possible for an actuator to go into static
tension during operation. Thus, it becomes necessary for
the abort system to perform consistently independent of
initial static load on the actuator.
Abort mechanisms for hydraulic systems are often in the
form of a hydraulic manifold positioned in
series with the
primary control of
the individual actuators. Because they
are placed in series, it is necessary
to place constraints
on the effects they have on the
system performance during
normal operation. The following is a list of the most
important of these constraints.
1. Must not greatly impede flow of hydraulic fluid
between the servovalve and the actuator cylinder. Flow
impedance reduces response and maximum velocity of the
actuator.
2. Must not produce any back pressures above 70 psi in
any return line.
3. Must not cause any appreciable leakage between
system pressure and system return.
4. Must not produce any instabilities or oscillations
during any mode of operation.
5. Must be in abort state when servosystem is shut
down or system pressure is shut off.
Lastly, it is necessary to place physical hardware
constraints on the abort mechanism which could play a role
in evaluating the feasibility of the concept in question.
The most important requirement that falls into this area, is
that, with the exception of the initial abort signal, the
abort hardware must be entirely mechanical. The reason for
this is that the most frequently occurring servosystem
malfunction is a result of power failure. Next, the abort
mechanism should be in manifold form and must mount on
10
servovalve stack-up. Figure 1-4 illustrates a typical
servovalve stack-up which might be found on a flight
simulator actuator.
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Figure 1-4: Typical servovalve stack-up on an actuator
In keeping with the same size magnitude as the other
manifolds, the abort manifold should be a rectangular block
with dimensions approximately 3 inches by 8 inches by 12
inches. It is also desirable that no external hosing be
involved. Another obvious consideration is that all parts
of the abort mechanism be practical and manufactureable. In
the case of a prototype, the designer should strive to make
as many of the critical
parameters adjustable as possible.
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This allows the technician to observe the effects of the
various parameters on system performance and to 'fine
tune'
the abort mechanism for optimum performance.
12
D^_ SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The most fundamentally creative aspect of this project
was the conceptual development of a hydraulically controlled
differentiator. This device must sense actuator velocity
(via flow rate of expelled hydraulic fluid), and from this,
output a mechanical signal proportional to actuator
acceleration. This output signal can then be used to
regulate the velocity of the abort spool. The regulation is
such that the actuator maintains a constant level of
acceleration throughout system abort.
Figure 1-5 shows a schematic of the mechanism intended
to accomplish the aforementioned. The concept by which this
mechanism works is somewhat analogous to the concept used in
vertical airspeed indicators, in that both mechanically
differentiate by metering fluid flow.
The basic layout, as shown in Figure 1-5, contains the
fundamental components common to most hydraulic abort
systems. These components are illustrated in Figure 1-2.
The abort spool's function is to block the control ports
between the actuator and the controlling servovalve. With
hydraulic fluid unable to enter or leave the actuator, the
actuator becomes immobilized. During normal operation,
system pressure keeps the abort spool in a position where
the actuator control ports are
wide-open. An electrical
signal (or lack of signal) is sent to the
shut-down solenoid
13































to indicate that system abort is necessary. Upon receiving
this signal, the solenoid opens up allowing the release of
the pressure which maintains the open abort spool position.
The spring-loaded abort spool can now translate into a
position where the actuator control ports are blocked. The
rate at which the pressure is released (and the rate at
which the abort spool translates) is controlled by the
control valve. Essentially, this valve is controlling the
flow rate of the hydraulic fluid between the pressurized
region to the right of the abort spool and return pressure.
This is necessary to control the rate of control port
closure, hence, allowing the actuator to come safely to
rest.
During normal servo-actuator operation, flow ports are
created within the servovalve between the two control ports
and pressure/return ports. Figure 1-6 shows a schematic
representation of a two stage servovalve. The porting
scheme toggles, via a bushing/ spool configuration, as the
actuator changes direction. For example, if the actuator in
Figure 1-5 was retracting, flow porting would exist between
control port 1 (CI) and return (PR ) . Also, porting would
exist between C2 and Ps . During actuator extension, the
above situation would exist with
CI and C2 reversed.




Figure 1-6: Schematic of a two stage servovalve
The abort control valve lies in series on the return
line where it is able to monitor actuator return flow during
abort. Since actuator velocity is proportional to the
return flow (Eq. 1.5, Sec. IE), the valve is actually
monitoring actuator velocity- Refer to Figure 1-7 which
shows the system schematic with key components and
parameters labeled. The position of the floating bushing is
proportional to the return flow since a specific curtain
flow area must be maintained to accomodate a given flow (see
example in Appendix A) . The floating bushing spring allows
the bushing to track quick changes in actuator velocity, but
must be chosen such that back pressure in the upstream
return line does not exceed required limits.
The floating bushing encloses a trapped volume of
hydraulic fluid and a spring-centered, equal area piston
(part of the poppet valve). The hydraulic fluid can pass
from one side of the piston head to the other through a
16
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long, thin, dull-edged orifice. This type of orifice, which
could be accomplished with circumferential clearance between
the piston head and the bushing, ensures proportionality
between pressure differential and flow (Eq. 1.3, Sec. IE).
The configuration is such that the motion of the floating
bushing induces motion of the poppet valve. The thin
orifice area, the poppet piston head area, and the centering
spring rate are chosen such that the motion of the poppet
valve is a quarter cycle out of phase (lags 90 degrees) with
the motion of the floating bushing. Hence, if the motion of
the floating bushing is proportional to actuator velocity,
the motion of the poppet valve will be proportional to
actuator acceleration. This is developed in more detail in
Section IIIA.
The poppet valve motion is used to regulate abort spool
translation speed. It can be seen from Figure 1-7, that
when large negative actuator accelerations occur, the
resulting large poppet valve
motions will cause the control
valve to close off the flow area between abort spool control
pressure and return pressure. This, in turn, will slow (or
stop) the motion of the abort spool causing
an increase in
actuator acceleration. Conversely, the nominal poppet valve
position can be adjusted such that
positive actuator
acceleration will cause the control valve to open.
This
will speed up the
translation of the abort spool causing
faster control port closure.
18
Since the system presented uses true actuator
acceleration feedback, successful system shutdown should
occur regardless of the initial conditions of the actuator.
19
EL THEORY
The purpose of this theory section is to explain the
fundamental concepts of hydraulics that will be necessary to
understand the remainder of this paper. Lengthy derivations
and details will be omitted. Reference 3 gives more detail
on some of the concepts introduced.
An analogy with electrical systems is often used to get
a good feel for hydraulic systems. Where the analogy is
often convenient for conceptualizing fundamental principles,
direct correlation between governing equations is rare. The
following table gives some of the pertinent analogies.
Table I: Electrical analogy.
ELECTRICAL HYDRAULIC




Flow, q, through a sharp-edged orifice can be found to
be proportional to the square root of the pressure
differential. The following gives the schematic
representation, the governing equation and units typical for
analyses found in this thesis.
20
*- q
q = CA^PH-PL [1.1]
where A is the minimum orifice area, and C is a flow
constant based on fluid properties.
The following development shows the derivation of a







































Note that this derivation will yield the
same results if P3
is not equal to zero.
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Flow through a dull-edged, or a long narrow orifice is
proportional to the pressure differential.
q = C, Ap
[1.3]
where C2 is a flow constant based on fluid properties. An
example of such a flow is leakage around a piston head.
Hydraulic cylinders are frequently used components.





Figure 1-8: Schematic of hydraulic cylinder





+ <fcOMP. + 9lAK. [1.4]
where qy
is the flow utilized in displacing the piston,
a, is the flow lost in the compression of the hydraulic
T^OMP
fluid, and q. EAK
is tne flow lost through leakage around
the piston head. The flow which displaces the piston is
given by:
22
q = A Lqy
dt tt 5]




The flow due to fluid compression is based on the




AV = (v/P) AP






Substitution into Eq. 1.4 yields:
^n^Ag+C.AP+CV/P)^ [18]
An example, which illustrates several of the
aforementioned concepts simultaneously, is presented in
Appendix A.
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ILs. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SYSTEM
A. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The purpose of this section is to reduce the physical
model, as shown in Figure 1-7, to a series of interrelated
differential equations of motion. From the equations of
motion, an appropriate computer model must be generated
which will simulate the dynamic response.
First consider the moveable bushing within the control
valve. Its motion is forced by external pressure from the
return port of the servovalve, and internal pressures
imposed by the poppet motion. A spring is present to
provide a restoring force. The free body diagram and the
resulting equation of motion is as follows:
F, = K2 y + PL
FB = bBy
FD = b (y-x)
Figure 31-1: Floating bushing: free-body diagram
mBy +(bP+t>B)y +K2y
= (P6-P7)A3+P3VPL+bp x [2.1]
24
The equation of motion describing the free body diagram
is given in standard form.
mB is the mass
of the bushing
and bD and bD are dissipative coefficients resultingJP B
primarily from leakage and viscous friction.
Next, consider the poppet which moves within the
bushing. Its acted on by pressures imposed by the hydraulic
fluid trapped in the bushing. It is also acted on by a
spring which provides a restoring force. Since the poppet
is suspended between two springs, a preload cannot be
applied. The free body diagram is shown in Figure II-2
followed by the equation of motion.
P A
/





















is the mass of the poppet and A3 is the
surface
area of the poppet exposed to internal pressures. Note that
the motion of the poppet is controlled by the motion of the
bushing.
Now look at the dynamics of the abort spool (Figure





Figure II-3: Abort control spool: free-body diagram
msz+bsz+K3z =-P5A5 [2.3]
The abort spool
equation of motion is given in Eq. 2.3,
where ms





for the spool is a
function of P5
only- Hence, it is seen that
the sole
function of the control
valve Is a device to regulate P5
.
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Now examine the motion of the actuator. For this
analysis, only the retract stroke
(+ xR )
will be
considered, since it results in the worst case with
respect
to inertial load. Although the viscous damping force is
generally observed to be well under
1% of the pressure
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Figure H-4: Actuator: free-body diagram
mmxR+BAxR
= PsAe-Pt AR+mmgsin e [2.4]
mm is
the total static load, g
is the acceleration due
to
gravity and
9 is the angle of
inclination of the actuator.
It is now necessary
























where qW5P is the flow rate imposed by the mass displacing
within the cylinder.
In this analysis it is assumed that the leakage term is
negligible in this equation and is accounted for in the
dissipative term of the equations of motion. In doing this,
it is basically assumed that leakage, being related to
pressure drop, has no effect other than to dissipate energy.
Figure II-5 shows the actuator control system. Based
on this figure and the above flow equation, expressions for
flow in and out of the retracting actuator can be generated.
These are given in Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6.
0P3
Servovalve ; )(AV1
(wide open) ! .
Abort ; ^_









Figure 11-5: Actuator control system
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Recall from Eq. 1.2 the expression for area
equivalence when orifices are in series. Define equivalent





Now, with slight rearangement and the use of Eq 1.2, the
flow equations (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6) become:
Vi ,
JPl







Similarly, a differential equation for P5 can be written.
Consider Figure II-6 showing the flows involved in the












<3c + cfcot*> [2.11]
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where
q^ is the flow from system pressure, q is the flow
B
induced by the abort spool motion, qc is the flow through
the control valve, and q
COHP
is flow absorbed in fluid
compression. This equation can be rewritten as:
CAp^T"
P5 +zA5 = CAx^P5-P3 +_p5 [2.12]
Now, there are three supplementary differential
equations for hydraulic cylinder pressures and abort spool
pressure, yielding seven differential equations with ten
unknowns. In order to obtain a valid set of differential
equations, control valve pressures, Pfe , P7 , and P3 , must be
eliminated.
Pfe and P7 can be eliminated by modeling the poppet
orifice as leakage around the poppet. Consider Figure II-7.
Y
Fiaure H-7: Bushina/poppet assembly
With this model, flow past the poppet is proportional to the
pressure drop (leakage, Eq. 1.3), so that we have:
qp





where A3 is the poppet area and C2 is the constant of
proportionality between flow and pressure drop, and is
dependant on fluid properties and leakage area. This
expression can be substituted into the equations of motion
for the poppet and bushing, yielding Eqs 2.1a and 2.2a as
shown in Table II.
P3 can also be easily related to flow rates. Define Ay
as the curtain flow area produced by the bushing lifting off
it's seat. Using the standard flow equation through a sharp





This equation assumes that the return pressure is zero.
This flow passing through the control valve is that which is











Note that this equation assumes no leakage.
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For completeness, two additional auxiliary equations
should be included. These are the equations for flow areas
in the control valve, which change with the motion of the
poppet (X) and the motion of the floating bushing (Y). At
this point, these two equations, being dependant on the
physical layout of the control valve, are quite arbitrary.
For now, we can say the following:




During the actual optimization of the system, various
functions, within practical limits, can be tried.
Now, as an easy reference, the various differential












2 . Floating Bushing [Eq. 2 . la] :
mB y +
3 . Abort Spool
A2A
bn+ bB+-^Jp^
"B y + K2 y =
-2/
x + A2P3 -PL
ms z + bs z + K3 z = -P5 A5
4. Actuator (Retraction):




P1 AR + m,, g sin fl
[2.3]
[2.4]
Pressure Equations (flow summation):
5 .
- P5
+ CAX ^P5-P3 ~ CA^PS-P5 = A5 z
V
6. -s- P2 + CAEQ1yP2 P3 AR xR
7


























IL. CSMP COMPUTER MODEL
Once the equations of motion are established, yielding
an accurate mathematical model, an effective means of
solving this model must be developed. One method of
evaluation would be to make appropriate assumptions which
would eliminate all nonlinearities in order to simplify the
system to the point where it can be solved analytically.
The complexity of the system under evaluation is such that
this method would be very impractical. With the use of
numerical techniques, a fairly accurate approximation can be
obtained with minimal simplifying assumptions.
To obtain the necessary speed and accuracy, a digital
computer was utilized to approximate the solution to the
system model. A software package, called Continuous System
Modeling Program (CSMP) was employed, which utilizes a
refined version of the Runge-Kutta fourth order method of
differential equation approximation.
The CSMP package is structured in a modular fashion.
Various data and information are placed in appropriate
modules. The first set of data introduced to the program
are system constants. These are values which remain fixed
throughout the course of the evaluation. An example of a
constant is the acceleration due to gravity. Next to be
input are parameters which may be changed during the
optimization process, or incremented over several trials.
Spring rates would generally
be regarded as parameters. The
34
next module is for the input of initial conditions, such as
initial positions, velocities, and pressures. Values which
may vary, based on changing parameters or initial
conditions, are calculated in the module denoted by the word
'initial'
at it's beginning. The values in this module are
only calculated once at the beginning of execution.
Similarly, there is a module near the end of the program,
denoted by the word 'terminal', for which the values
contained within are calculated once after the program
execution.
The heart of the program is the
'dynamic'
module. This
module contains all of the differential equations and
auxiliary equations which must be calculated at each tiny
time increment necessary in the Runge-Kutta process. Each
equation of motion is broken down into an equation for each
of it's integrals; down to it's lowest order integral. For
example, a standard second order equation of motion would
have equations for acceleration, velocity and position. The
order in which equations are placed in this module is
inconsequential. The program evaluates a particular value
as it is needed.
The final module in the program allows the user to
define various parameters such as execution time, minimum
time increment, output time increment, and system parameters
to be outputted. The end of this
module and the program is
denoted by the word 'end'.
35
The actual CSMP program code used for this analysis is
given in Appendix B. The version of this program given is
in some intermediate step of the system analysis, meaning
the parameters and initial conditions given are not
representative of a final optimal system. Handwritten notes
accompany the program to identify the various modules and
important sections.
It can be seen in the dynamic module of the program
that the number of auxiliary equations being used
substantially exceeds the number listed previously.
Additional equations were introduced to place physical
bounds on various values. For example, pressure must be
bound above zero, and physical stops must be placed on
spools and poppets. In addition, some of the larger
equations were broken down into several smaller equations,
so that the various contributions could be observed
individually.
It can also be noticed, when observing the program,
that several lines are labeled 'auxiliary pressure damping
device'
. This was an additional degree of freedom added to
the system in this particular
program version in an effort
to attenuate an
instability. This instability, as well as
other attenuation efforts,
will be discussed later.
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III. STUDY OF SUBSYSTEMS
A. CONTROL VALVE
Before an engineer uses the digital computer to solve
his mathematical model, he should have a good understanding
of the system being evaluated. This entails knowing how the
various subsystems interact with each other and how critical
parameters effect these subsystems. With this knowledge,
the optimization process is less likely to be a series of
blind guesses.
The purpose of this section is twofold; first, to gain
a good understanding of each subsystem and how they work
with each other, and secondly to utilize this knowledge such
that system variables can be easily manipulated to result in
a nearly optimal system. The actual optimization process
will not utilize standard iterative optimization techniques,
but rather will be parameter modifications based on the
system performance of the previous iteration.
The first subsystem that will be examined in some
detail is the control valve. The analysis of this subsystem
involves the motion of the poppet (Eq. 2.2a) and the
floating bushing (Eq. 2.1a)
and how the two motions
synchronize. It can be seen from the two equations of
motion that a primary forcing function for each is imposed
by the motion of the
other. The only external forcing
function is due to pressure (P3 ) on the floating bushing
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caused by flow from the actuator acting against the bushing
spring. It's the fact that the motion of one is so
dependant on the motion of the other, that allows for the
mechanism's differentiating capacity.
In order to observe some important characteristics of
the poppet motion, it's equation of motion (Eq. 2.2a) can
be simplified with the following assumptions; 1) the poppet
is massless (mp =0), and 2) there is no unplanned viscous
damping (bP =0). This yields the following simplified
equation.
K1C2
x + M x = y whe re M
= [3.1]
for which the natural response is:
xH
~ [3.2]
From this equation, it can be seen that as M gets larger,
the transient response gets less significant compared to the
response imposed by the forcing function. This forcing
function is caused by the motion of the floating bushing
(y). Thus, knowing that the poppet motion (x) is intended
to differentiate the bushing motion (y), M becomes a very
important parameter, in that it can be used to adjust the
lag of x behind
y-
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To illustrate the differentiating capacity of the
mechanism and the significance of the parameter M, a short
exercise can be performed with the simplified equation of
motion for the poppet (Eq. 3.1). Choose the input
excitation to be y
= sin tot. If the mechanism is
functioning properly as a differentiator, the output motion
should be, x ec cos ut. Substituting the above excitation
input into Eq. 3.1 yields:
x + Mx = COcosCOt
Solving this differential equation yields:
,
. M t CO
x(t)
= De + -(McosCOt + CO sin tot) [3.3]
CO +VT
where D is a constant that is dependant on initial
conditions. As M gets large, the exponential term will
diminish at a rate largely dependant on M. It can be seen
that the remaining two sinusoidal terms diminish as well,
but the cosine term diminishes much slower. This
observation illustrates that as M gets larger, the output
(x) becomes approximately proportional to cos lot, or in
general terms, as M gets larger, the mechanism becomes a
better differentiator. It can also be observed from Eq.
3.3 that as M gets larger, the output (x) gets smaller.
When choosing the parameter M, it is likely that a
trade-off will occur between obtaining the proper
differentiating capacity, and obtaining
a poppet motion x,
which is large enough in
magnitude to feasibly act as a
control valve. This trade-off is
shown graphically in
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Figure III-l. The behavior of this curve is based on data












Figure III-l: x/M trade-off
Since the purpose of the control valve is to sense and
differentiate actuator velocity in order to output motion
proportional to actuator acceleration, it is not enough that
the motion of the poppet differentiates the motion of the
bushing. Bushing motion, y, must be directly proportional
to the flow rate being expelled from the actuator and thus
the actuator velocity. To investigate this, first consider
the equation for flow through the curtain area produced by
the floating bushing, y, lifting off it's seat. This flow
will be refered to as q1 ,
as in Figure 1-7,
qi
= [3-4]
where hy(y) is the curtain area, and P3 is the back pressure.
P3 can be approximated by using









where (PL) is the preload on the bushing spring and A2 is
the bushing area on which P3 acts. Substituting Eq. 3.5
into Eq. 3.4 yields:
*-Wy/%v + <& [3.6,
Since Ay(y) is proportional to y, this equation indicates
that q, is approximately proportional to
yVa
. In an effort
to make
q^ more proportional to y, preload can be
appropriately increased such that the y term under the
square root becomes insignificant.
With some algebra, we see that Eq. 3.6 is a cubic in
y- Appendix C shows the results of a study in which this
cubic was evaluated. From this study, it was apparent that,
indeed, as preload was increased, within a feasible range,
the motion of the bushing y, became nearly proportional to
the flow rate of hydraulic fluid expelled by the actuator
<qt )
A limiting factor comes into play as the preload of the
bushing upon it's seat, (PL), increases. As the preload
increases, the back pressure, P3 , increases in what is,
technically, a return line. Recall from
Section IC that
back pressure in a return line must be limited to 70
psi.
Once again there is a trade-off that must
be examined; that
being the trade-off
between a high enough bushing spring
preload and a low enough return
line back pressure. Another
variable which comes
into play is the bushing diameter that
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is acted on by the back pressure, P- . This variable affects
the mechanism's flow handling capacity and the
back
pressure, but not the bushing spring travel. The
relationship between these three variables can be
expressed


















Figure III-2: Bushing preload / diameter trade-off
From a quantitative plot
similar to Figure III-2, bands of
feasibility can be
defined for each variable as shown. A
minimal back pressure can
than be obtained from the region
where the two bands
intersect.
From this
investigation of the control valve, it
can be
seen that the

















differentiate the bushing motion. The final effect is a
poppet motion that is proportional to actuator acceleration.
In this investigation, spring rates, in addition to their
affect on the variable, M, affect the magnitude of spool and
bushing travel. They are also critical to the dynamic
characteristics of the system. Other variables and
characteristics of the control valve will be looked at when
an attempt to correlate the behavior of the variable
subsystems is made.
IL_ ABORT SPOOL
The next subsystem to be investigated is the abort
spool. It is the abort spool that is choking, and
eventually terminating, the flow going into and coming out
of the actuator, bringing it to a stop. The procedure for
studying the abort spool is as follows:
1. Determine the necessary abort spool flow areas
which will allow for the desired actuator performance.
2. Determine the appropriate abort spool motion which
will result in the necessary flow areas.
3. Find the flow rate invoked by the abort spool
motion. Use this to determine the flow that must pass
through the control valve as a function
of time.
4. Approximate a pressure drop function across the
control valve and
determine the necessary poppet motion, in
the control valve, to
allow for the flow function found in
step 3.
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Note that these four steps should establish the desired
steady state performance of the three primary subsystems;
the actuator, the abort spool, and the poppet valve of the
control valve.
For ease in analysis, certain parameter values of the
specific servo system being investigated will be introduced.
Because of uncertainties due to compounding approximations,
the results of this investigation must be regarded
qualitatively or, at best, as 'ball
park'
results. Figure
III-3 is a schematic of the actuator, abort spool, and the
























Table III gives approximate values for parameters specific
to the flight simulator servo-system under investigation.
Table III: Servo-system parameters.
Parameter Description Value
P3 Return line pressure (upstream) ~50 psi
PS Supply pressure 1500 psi
AV| Max. servovalve flow area (left) .132 in2
Ave Max. servovalve flow area (right) .058 in2
Ar Actuator piston head area (left) 12.6
in2
Ae Actuator piston head area (right) 5.5
in2
w Actuator piston head/rod weight 6000 lb
aMAX Max. allowable actuator acceleration 386in/s2(lg)
Note that servovalve flow areas are proportional to the
actuator piston head areas.
The first step in this analysis is to determine the
necessary control spool
flow area, As, of the abort spool to
allow for the desired actuator acceleration. Recall, from
Figure 1-3, that the desired actuator acceleration during
2.
abort is approximately a constant -386 in/s (-lg). Flow in
and out of the actuator is through two sharp edged orifices
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A third equation can be generated from the free body
diagram of the actuator piston shown in Figure III-4.
(12.6 in *) P1
.(5.5 in ') P8
Zh
6000 lb





Knowing that, ideally, we would like acceleration (xR ) to
be relatively constant at -386
in/s2
(-lg) throughout abort,





Now, we have three equations with four unknowns.
However, A can be regarded as an input so that the three
equations can be solved for the remaining three unknowns;
P , Pa,and v. This was
done and a graph of actuator
velocity as a
function of flow area, As , was generated.
This is shown in Figure III-5.
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0.3
FLOW AREA, As (in2)
1.0
Figure III-5: Maximum actuator velocity vs. abort spool
flow area
From Figure III-5, it can be seen that the maximum
actuator velocity is about 36 in/s, for the given
parameters. Intuitively, we can reason from the plot that
the abort spool flow area is the parameter that is primarily
controlling actuator velocity for flow areas under 0.3 in2".
Above 0.3 in2, the curve begins to level out, indicating
that the abort spool flow area has little or no effect on
the actuator velocity. Above 0.3 in , the 'wide
open'




From a design standpoint, it would be senseless to have
a maximum abort spool flow area much larger than 0.3 in2,
since the servovalve flow areas have assumed regulation of
flow out of the actuator. In fact, it would be detrimental.
The abort spool would have to travel some finite amount
before the resulting flow area closure had any substantial
effect. The effect would be a slower response possibly
causing large positive actuator accelerations prior to abort
spool flow regulation. It turns out that problems of this
nature did occur in the actual computer model. Even with a
maximum abort spool flow area of 0.3 in2", the abort spool
has to travel much faster initially until the resulting flow
area becomes small enough that it is the primary regulator
of flow (rather than the servovalve flow area).
It is now possible to obtain a flow area Ag , as a
function of time such that ideal abort conditions, as shown
in Figure 1-3, will result. To do this we assume that,
during abort, actuator velocity decreases linearly in time
from maximum to zero velocity. Note that presently we are
only considering
the worst case, where the actuator is
traveling at maximum velocity
prior to abort. If we take
the maximum flow area to be 0.3 in2, we can see from Figure
III-5 that the maximum actuator velocity
is about 33 in/s.
Now, the expression for
ideal actuator velocity as a
v = vmax -at





This expression can be used to transform Figure III-5 into a
plot giving flow area, As , as a function of time. This
plot is given in Figure III-6.
0.3-
TIME (S)
Figure III-6: Abort spool flow area vs. time for ideal
abort performance
To proceed to step 2, it is necessary to generate some
concrete design parameters concerning the abort spool.
Specifically, it is necessary to determine a relationship
between the abort spool flow area and the motion of the
abort spool. Figure III-7 illustrates a standard spool and
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Figure 01-7: Spool and bushing configuration
To insure that flow area closure is proportional to abort
spool travel Z, the flow slots in the bushing will be
rectangular. It is possible that more complex shapes, such
as trapezoidal or second order shapes, would yield better
performance, but these were not explored in any detail.
Also, more complex shapes would require more complicated,
costly fabrication techniques. With rectangular
flow slots,






= 0.30 - z [3.11]
The second equation represents a
specific design
configuration in which the length of the rectangular slot
is
0.30 inches and it's width is 1.0
inches. It happens that
this configuration is very
close to the one chosen for the
final design, and is
used for much of the remaining
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analysis. It provides a desirable maximum area of 0.30
in'
and a width that lends itself to
diameter.
a feasible bushing
Now, Eq. 3.11 can be applied to Figure III-6 to yield











Figure III-8: Abort spool motion vs. time
Step 3 of this investigation is to find the flow rate
caused by the abort spool moving (thereby pushing hydraulic
fluid) in an effort to determine the flow that must pass
through the control valve as a function of time. Since flow
rate equals velocity times area, we must somehow convert the
above plot to spool velocity as a function of time, and we
must also come up with a spool cross
sectional area.
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Curve fitting software was initially applied to the
above plot with the hope that it would yield an easily
differentiable function. This was abandoned after several
attempts yielded very inaccurate results. Instead, linear
interpolation was used to find spool velocity as a function
of time. This method probably also resulted in some small
inaccuracies, but is effective in giving us the nature of
the necessary spool behavior with reasonable accuracy.
The diameter of the spool was chosen to be a nominal
0.75 inches for analysis purposes. The choice of this
diameter was somehat arbitrary, but it does easily
accomodate the chosen flow slots and it does allow for
enough spool force for quick response. Now, the amount of
flow produced by the abort spool motion can be formulated.
To determine the flow rate through the control valve, we
must also consider flow coming from supply pressure. Refer
to the system schematic in Figure 1-7. This flow is likely
to be very small, because the orifice through which it must
pass can be designed very small with no ill-effect to the
system performance. Since fluctuations in P5 are likely to
be small compared to supply pressure, flow (q^ ) from supply
pressure was approximated as constant and added in with flow
from the spool motion. The total flow that passes through
the solenoid and control valve is called qc , and is given
h*:
qc
= i^A-p + q* [3.12]
where Asp is the cross sectional area of an abort spool
land, and q^
is the flow from the supply pressure. Flow,








Figure III-9: Ideal control valve flow vs. time
It is evident from this plot that alot of flow is
necessary initially. Through extrapolation, it appears that
about 25 cis is, theoretically, required at time zero.
Although it is impossible to achieve, large initial
accelerations must be pursued. Note, that the flow soon
levels off and asymptotically approaches the steady state
flow coming from supply
pressure. This indicates that the
abort spool is easing into a position where both actuator
control ports are becoming blocked, much the same way as an
automobile eases up to a stop
sign to avoid that final jolt
as it passes through zero
velocity. This analogy requires
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some thought, but becomes very apparent if one observes that
the pressure applied to a break peddle while approaching a
stop sign would look very much like the above plot, if
plotted against time.
Step 4 involves using the results in Figure III-9 to
determine the necessary behavior of the control valve
poppet. In order to do this, we must have a reasonable way
of approximating the pressure drop across the control valve
(P5
~
P3 ) A static approximation can be made, providing
we establish a spring rate for the abort spool spring, K3 .
An initial value for this spring rate can be obtained based
on desired minimum spool force. We would also like a fairly
high spring rate such that the spool force drops
considerably during it's 0.3 inch travel. Intuitively, we
would think this necessary based on the high initial spool
accelerations required, as seen in Figure III-8. It is also
desirable, as a rule of thumb, to keep spool forces above
100 lb. This is so the spool will have enough force to
shear or break through any burrs or contamination which
might otherwise impede spool movement. Therefore, a preload
of 100 lb will be required in the spring after the 0.3 inch
travel. As an initial value for spring rate, we will use K3
2
= 700 lb/in. So now, with a spool area of .442 in , based
on a diameter of 0.75 in, we have the following static








Since flow is a function of pressure drop and flow
area, information from Figure III-9, Figure III-8, and Eq.
3.13 can be used to generate a plot of required control
valve flow area as a function of time. This is given in
Figure 111-10. Pressure drop can be determined by assuming
that P^ is about 50 psi. It is apparent that many
assumptions are being made concerning pressure drop that
could result in substantial errors. It is unlikely that
these errors will predominate in the following plot due to
the fact that, when concerning flows and flow areas, the










valve area vs. time
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Figure 111-10 is very useful in several ways. It gives
a very good general idea of how the control valve poppet
should behave during a proper abort. It also gives a good
idea of what range of flow areas the control valve is
required to produce during abort. Through visual
extrapolation it appears that the control valve should be
capable of a maximum area of about .006 in2. Note, that the
area increases slightly after .05 seconds. The equation for





From this equation, it is evident that it is possible for Ax
to increase knowing that both g^andAP tend to decrease for
a steady state case. Another possibility is that the value
of h% should assymptotically level off, but drifts due
errors incured by various approximations.
C\ CORRELATION
At this point, it would be futile to predict the
necessary poppet
motion based on the information in Figure
111-10. So far, we have investigated the behavior of the
system by approaching it from two
different directions. The
first direction used the actuator return
flow to determine
the motion of the floating bushing and, in turn the motion
of the poppet valve.
This investigation was primarily
qualitative. The next investigation was based on
desired
actuator performance
and progressed in the direction of the
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necessary abort spool motion and eventually generated poppet
valve area requirements. The two investigations progressed
and met at a common point. This common point is the design
of the control valve poppet based on poppet motion and
control valve flow requirements. A little more work is
required to correlate the two investigations.
Since the first investigation of the control valve was
primarily qualitative, computer simulation of the isolated
two degree of freedom system was performed in order to
obtain reasonable initial values for various parameters. As
in the second investigation, mentioned above, flow induced
by ideal actuator motion during abort was used as input for
this computer model. Motion of the floating bushing and
poppet were then observed for various values of M and other
control valve parameters. The objective of this correlation
effort was to produce a plot, through computer simulation,
which was similar to Figure 111-10.
Values for M and preload (PL), were chosen such that
the poppet motion acted as a good differentiator and still
moved enough to allow for a feasible physical design. For
the given values, poppet
dimensions and a flow slot
configuration were chosen to produce a flow area (A^) curve
which matched as close
as possible to Figure 111-10. Figure
III-ll is an example of a
plot used for comparison purposes.
Several such plots were
produced in this correlation phase.
Note that the solid line
in Figure III-ll is identical to
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Figure 111-10. It is also evident that for the poppet
design under consideration, a value of M = 250 yields the
best correlation to the analytical approximation. Plots
similar to this were produced for various poppet designs.
All poppet designs were configured such that flow area
closure was directly proportional to poppet motion, x.
Ax = cos - 0 ) X
AMD AS7Vr7C- tzez^jZe: Df-Cr
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Figure III-ll: Control valve area vs. time
This concludes the analytical
investigation of the
abort system's
subsystems and how they interact. There were
two major products of
this investigation. These are: 1) a
greater understanding
of how and why the subsystems work
independantly, and with
each other; knowledge which will aid
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in the attempt to optimize the system using computer
simulation, and 2) a reasonable ("ball-park") initial design
for use in the computer model given in Section IIB.
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IV=_ EVALUATION OF THE MODELED SYSTEM
2L. RESULTS
In the previous section, initial estimates to many
system parameters were generated. These initial values were
introduced to the CSMP program discussed in Section IIB.
This program is capable of generating time plots as well as
data tables giving the range of each variable for a given
run and the value of each parameter and variable at the end
of the run. A sample of this data table is given in
Appendix D. During this evaluation, time plots illustrating
the system performance will be discussed. Also fundamental
problems with the system, evident in the plots, will be
discussed.
Upon debugging the CSMP program, minor adjustments to
system variables were made to fine tune the system's steady
state performance. Surprisingly, the initial guesses used
yielded fairly good results. A major problem still exists
with an instability that can be seen as an oscillation
superimposed on the desired steady state response. This
will be discussed in more detail as
it becomes evident on
the plots.
The above mentioned time
plots of system performance
are found in Figures
IV-1 through IV-7. These plots display
the system performance
based on the final set of system
variables
investigated. In other words, they represent the
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best system performance achieved with the given computer
model. The final set of system variables that give rise to
the results shown in these plots is given in Table IV in
Appendix E. Each plot will be discussed in order, and
comparisons of the system performance displayed in the plots
with the desired performance outlined in the previous
section will be made where applicable.
The first plot (Figure IV-1) to be examined gives the
performance of the actuator during abort. The initial
conditions are as follows: 1) The actuator is vertical and
therefore supports the full static load, and 2) The actuator
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Plot also shows how actuator acceleration (x* ) is affected
by actuator flow area (As ) closure. First, look at the
actuator acceleration ('xR ). Recall from Figure 1-3 that
ideal actuator acceleration during abort decreases rapidly
to -1 g (-386 in/s ) and then remains constant. From Figure
IV-1, we see that actuator acceleration reaches -1 g at
about 0.04 seconds and then oscillates around it. This
oscillation is the instability mentioned earlier. It would
present a problem in an actual system in that it would
result in a high frequency shuttering as the actuator came
to a rest. The frequency of this oscillation is about 16
Hz. The instability becomes more pronounced in later plots.
Another undesirable characteristic of the acceleration,
as seen on the plot, is the slow rate at which it reaches -1
g. From the system requirements section (Section IC), it
was specified that it was desirable for the rate of
acceleration, during this phase of abort, to come close to,
without exceeding, 200 g/s. The plot indicates that the
rate of acceleration is roughly 20 g/s. Although this is
off by a factor of ten, it only
results in an increased
abort time of 0.02 seconds, and about a quarter of an inch
additional piston travel. Thus, if we disregard the
oscillation, steady state
performance is quite good for the
given initial conditions.
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The actuator retraction velocity (xR ), in Figure IV-1,
appears to correspond very well with ideal abort velocity as
shown in Figure 1-3. The velocity decreases nearly linearly
throughout the time that the actuator acceleration
oscillates around -1 g. The actuator passes through zero
velocity at about 0.1 seconds. From the curve of actuator
position (xR), we see that the actuator piston travels
about 1.8 inches during abort.
The actuator's inlet/outlet flow area (As ) is also
shown in Figure IV-1. This curve indicates the behavior of
control port closure during abort, and can be directly
compared with Figure III-6. Note that the curve for area
(Ag ) in Figure IV-1, is flatter at time zero than in Figure
III-6. In fact, since the abort spool begins with a zero
velocity, flow area (Ag ) has an initial zero slope. Thus,
the ideal flow area curve, given in Figure III-6, is
impossible to achieve, in that it is demanding instantaneous
velocity at time zero.
The abort spool inertia, as well as
flow inertia, is the reason why the actuator
acceleration
isn't as responsive as we would like it to be.
Figure IV-2 displays the actuator acceleration with
different static loads on the actuator during abort. In the
computer model, varying
static load was accomplished by
changing the
orientation of the actuator. Three
orientations are shown.
These are 90, 60, and 30 degrees
from horizontal, and they
translate into 100%, 87%, and 50%
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f full static load, respectively. The 90 degree
orientation curve is identical to the acceleration on figure
IV-1. Note that the 60 and 30 degree orientations yield
negative initial actuator accelerations. This indicates
that, while the actuator is retracting at a maximum velocity
of 33 in/s, it is accelerating in the extension direction.
If the steady state motion of the three curves is
considered, the abort performance, with varying loads, is
quite good. All three curves drop to and oscillate around
-1 g. One interesting thing to note from this figure is
that as static load decreases, the magnitude of the
oscillations around the steady state acceleration increases.
This characteristic could lead us to believe that the
undesirable oscillations are caused by a mass-spring
configuration, where hydraulic fluid is the spring and the
static mass is the mass.
Figure IV-3 displays actuator abort acceleration with
three different initial velocities. The results in
this
plot look very bad, but are likely to be
exaggerated by a
small flaw in the computer model.
This flaw pertains to the
initial conditions of the system.
As the initial velocity
of the actuator decreases,
one of two other system initial
conditions should follow; 1) the
servovalve area should not
be initially wide open,
but at an area which will result in
the given initial
velocity. This condition would result in
a lower initial
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Figure IV-3: Effects of
initial velocity on actuator performance
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2) the servovalve area is such that it would not result in
the given initial velocity (steady state) and the initial
acceleration is non-zero. In the computer model used, the
servovalve was wide-open and the initial acceleration was
zero for all initial velocities. Most resulting situations
would be impossible to achieve in real life because they
would require instantaneous servovalve spool motion.
Recall from Section IIIB, that some time is necessary
during the motion of the abort spool before it assumes
primary control over control port closure. During this
time, the servovalve ports are primarily responsible for
regulating flow into and out of the actuator. So, if
conditions 1 or 2, of the last paragraph, are not met (which
they aren't in Figure IV-3), large positive accelerations
will occur in the early stages of abort, because the
actuator, which is traveling at less than maximum velocity,
is trying to quickly respond to the fact that the servovalve
ports are wide-open. Or else it is responding to the fact
that initial acceleration is zero and it shouldn't be. The
result is a large positive acceleration in the first 0.02
seconds of abort, whose magnitude
is dependant upon how much
the initial velocity has to
"catch-up"
to what servovalve
ports are dictating, prior to




It appears that this large initial acceleration acts as
an impulse which sets the system into a lightly damped
oscillation. It is also evident that the control valve
response is not fast enough to bring these oscillations
under control. Despite the poor results seen in this plot,
there are two points which can sustain our confidence in the
system. First, it is unlikely that the initial conditions
of the system prior to abort, would allow for large positive
accelerations in the early stages of abort (for initial
velocities less than maximum velocity). Attempting to
predict a set of correct initial conditions in the computer
model would be very difficult. Secondly, the three curves
seen in Figure IV-3 all appear to be oscillating around the
correct steady state performance (-1 g) .
Recall from the study of the control valve (Section
IIIA) , that increasing the preload on the bushing spring
increased the proportionality between actuator velocity
(xR ) and bushing motion,
y. Figure IV-4 displays curves
for actuator velocity (x^ ) and bushing curtain area (Av)
during abort. Bushing curtain area is the area produced as
the bushing lifts off it's seat. This area is, therefore,
directly proportional to the bushing motion,
y. The purpose
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Figure IV-5: Rela tionship
between actuator acceleration and control valve area
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And, Figure IV-5 shows the proportionality between
actuator acceleration (xR) and control valve area (Ax)
which, in turn, is proportional to the poppet motion, x.
Note that this actuator acceleration corresponds to the
initial condition of maximum velocity (33 in/s). It is not
exactly known why the control valve area is eratic in the
first 0.02 seconds of abort. This, too, could be the result
of some inappropriate initial conditions. As we would
expect, control valve area (Ax) slightly lags the actuator
acceleration. As mentioned earlier, this lag is probably
the reason why the system is unable to bring the instability
under control. Unfortunately, it is theoretically
impossible to eliminate this lag due to the fact that it is
impossible for a feedback mechanism to predict the action
which it is trying to control.
B^ INSTABILITIES
If efforts are to be made to attenuate the instability,
a greater understanding as to
possible causes of the
instability must be pursued.
The next two figures (Figures
IV-6 and IV-7) seem to put the
blame on oil compressibility -
In both figures, actuator
performance under normal
conditions is compared to
the performance under the
hypothetical condition in which
the bulk modulus, $, f the
hydraulic fluid is increased
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Figure IV-7: Effects of oil compressibility
on actuator performance
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Obvious differences can be noted in both figures.
First, look at Figure IV-6. On the "stiff" oil curve, with
the exception of the initial dip, acceleration appears to
level out nicely at a reasonable value. A more dramatic
result can be seen in Figure IV-7. The initial positive
acceleration, previously discussed, still occurs in the
"stiff"
oil curve, but feedback mechanisms quickly take
control to drop the acceleration to a constant negative
value. This negative value of about -300 in/s^ is slightly
less than the desired -386
in/sz
(-1 g) . It may be that the
feedback mechanisms are unable to fully recover from the,
now even higher, initial positive acceleration spike.
Note that in both figures, that the response increases,
in terms of increasing rates of acceleration, for the curves
with the higher bulk modulus. It is likely that this
increased response is the factor that allows the feedback
mechanisms to better control the oscillations evident in
other curves. Another characteristic common in both figures
is the tendency for the acceleration to slightly drift in
the latter stages of abort.
Typically, instabilities which show up in computer
models are as severe, if not worse, in resulting
prototype
models. This is due, in part, to the increased number of
variables that exist in actual prototypes,
that cannot be
accounted for in computer
models. In the case of the
computer model being investigated,
we cannot be sure whether
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the instabilities are being exagerated as a result of
inconsistent initial conditions. Thus, at this point in our
design phase, we are faced with a dilemna. One design path
would be to make attempts to attenuate the instabilities
within the computer model. This would involve either
readjusting the gains of the existing degrees of freedom, or
add a new degree of freedom. This new degree of freedom
might be a mechanism to absorb higher frequency pressure
fluctuations. Mild efforts were made at both of these ideas
with little success. They will be discussed in more detail
in the next section.
The second design path that could be taken at this
point would be to design and build a prototype test model
based on the best computer model. Although a prototype
layout has been developed, design drawings or actual
hardware have currently not been produced from it. The
prototype was designed for a high degree of flexibility.
Many parameters such as spring preloads, initial preflow
areas, and damping coefficients can be externally adjusted.
The layout in Appendix F displays a basic block style
abort manifold which would fit into a standard actuator
manifold stackup between the
servovalve and the external
porting manifold.
Portions of the layout are crude, giving
only a basic
configuration upon which a designer can




5L_ RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
There are countless directions which can be pursued
when it comes to possibilities for future work on this
project. This section of the thesis will offer a few
suggestions of possible directions. Each direction will
touch on a relatively specific area of interest. If it
happens that there are possible pursuers, they should
possess the necessary background knowledge of this project
to enable them to realistically assess the chances for
success and improvement.
The most outstanding problem which exists with the
current system model is the instability which manifests
itself as an oscillation superimposed on the steady state
actuator performance. It is unclear whether this
instability is caused by a design flaw, a flaw in the
computer model, or both. Regardless, the first step in
attacking this problem should be the generation of more
accurate, mutually consistent initial conditions. Although
it will be difficult, an investigation of the various
possible initial states of all degrees of freedom of the
system should be conducted. For example, currently, the
mathematical model is designed such that the servovalve flow
areas are initially wide-open and remain wide-open
throughout abort. It is very unlikely that this would ever
be the case in a realistic situation. Further, it is
probable that this flaw in the math model is responsible for
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some of the performance problems previously mentioned, or at
least responsible for exagerating them. To address this
flaw, more extensive knowledge of the servovalve and how it
controls the actuator would be required.
If upon refinement of the initial conditions, the
aforementioned instability persists, further actions to
effectively attenuate it can be pursued. This pursuit could
lead in two directions: adjustment of the gains and damping
of the existing degrees of freedom, or the generation of a
new degree of freedom intended to absorb fluctuations
responsible for the instability. Little explanation is
needed for the first possible solution, other than to
mention that care should br taken to ensure that any one
degree of freedom's natural frequency is not near a system
natural frequency. Also, it should be noted that damping
can be used to control troublesome vibrations in a degree of
freedom, but at the expense of slower response.
The second possible method mentioned for attenuating
the instability involves the introduction of another degree
of freedom. This additional degree of freedom would be
tuned such that it absorbed
fluctuations occuring at
undesirable frequencies. For example, if the instability
was linked to small pressure
fluctuations in P^ (the
pressure responsible for controlling
main abort spool
motion), a tuned
mechanical filter could possibly be devised
to eliminate these
pressure oscillations. A possible
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configuration is shown in Figure V-l. The natural frequency
of this filter can be tuned such that it will absorb higher
frequency oscillations in P_ .
It could also be worthwhile investigating an
instability attenuator that would be situated between the
actuator control ports. Figure V-2 gives a possible
configuration. With this configuration, a pressure pulse on
one side of the actuator, which would tend to accelerate it,
would be absorbed, in part, and transferred to the other
side. If the theory holds, the actuator will feel little of
the shock. When designing a configuration such as this,
care must be taken so that it doesn't interfere with any
normal operating frequencies.
If, after successful attenuation of the instability, it
is found that the steady state is in need of refinement,
several steps may be taken. These steps might lead to
slight massaging of existing parameter values or slight
system reconfigurations.
An interesting study would be to apply existing
numerical optimization techniques to various aspects of the
problem Many smaller optimization
applications exist in the
evaluation of the subsystems found in Section III. An
example of one such
application would be maximizing the
parameter, M, while constraining
the limits of the maximum
poppet stroke, x. This is
shown graphically in Figure




























Figure V-2: Possible instability attenuator
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be used to solve this problem. The combination of smaller
optimization problems would result in a larger, more complex
problem. It might even be possible to formulate an
optimization problem encompassing the entire system. It is
probable that such a problem would be highly nonlinear and
would require considerable scaling.
Another avenue of investigation with this project would
be to investigate the CSMP software. Innaccuracies might be
resulting due to poorly scaled parameters. Upon
investigation of what the software is doing, one might find
that it would be beneficial to scale the variables such that
the various degrees of freedom have similar time constants.
It might also be interesting to investigate other software
packages or consider writing custom software.
The final recommendation for future work would be to
build and test a prototype shutdown manifold. A suggested
layout of such a prototype is included in Appendix F of this
report. In order to do this, it would be necessary to have
access to the facilities at Moog Inc. in East Aurora, NY,
where the background work for this report was conducted.
From a design layout, engineering drawings would have to be
produced. It is likely that certain parts of the manifold
would require precision
NC machining and EDM machining. The
current design found in this
report is such that much of the
existing hardware
from first generation abort manifolds can
be utilized. Before the
manifold is tested on an actual
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servoactuator system, static testing should be conducted so
that preflows and proper initial conditions can be adjusted.
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APPENDIX Aj_ Sample problem in hydraulics
The purpose of this appendix is to present a sample
problem which illustrates some of the concepts discussed in
the theory section (section IE)
Consider the following diagram. The piston is
retracting at a constant velocity, v, forcing fluid out of
the end of the cylinder. Fluid pressure lifts the
spring-loaded disk off of it's seat allowing the fluid to
flow through the resulting curtain area. By considering the
curtain area a sharp-edged orifice, derive the system's






















































APPENDIX B; CSMP computer model
The following program was used to solve the
mathematical model of the emergency shutdown
system.
Program description and structure are given in section IIB.
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FILET: AP.OF.T VH/Sr CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
ACTUATOR APORT USING ACCELERATION FEEDBACK
JUNE 19S6 I MARK ft . JOLLY
ti^"^^?^^^
"TITLE IJPT'd SIX TITLE LINES CAN PE USED
OVERALL TRANSLATION CONTROL STATEMENTS .OFT I ONfli ,
- EX. SYSTEM, RENAME, TABLE, STORAGE, FIXED? m"ory, FUSTORY,




CONSTANT VI =3. 14 159, C=J04.r. , FS = l^OO.O G = 3PA A
CONSTANT AV1=.
13.-







PARAMETER TH = 1.571
PARAMETER AF = .0003) 4
PARAMETER AF=.00A0






PARAMETER K1 = ;.00.000
PARAMETER D1-.23S
PARAMETER-








PARAMETER FLX = 00.0




PARAMETER PA t= 1.0
PARAMETER FF = 3S.0
PARAMETER-
FR1C = 10.
PARAMETER FFB = i.O
PARAMETER-
AX] - . 0O.VO
PARAMETER FL = 90.0
PARAMETER-
MAG .000006
PARAMETER >:: = 7E.00
PARAMETER MS =.0040
PARAMETER ps o.7E
PARAMETER A - .00















INCON PEO == 1500.
INCON F10==8^4 .
INCON FS0=-7S3.0










=AR l40.0-XF<0) 1. 1
VB=AEXRO -1. 1
A J=PI/4DPDP
A;---pi/4f d;.-d;:-d i-oi >
7MAX- L 1. 1
V,:". A5ZMAX 1. 1
A3 =Fl/4 fD3D3-DlDl i
AVB=AV1AE/AR
XMIN = -AXl/lPIDl )
ui -<'fboa;.-p ioai i/ks
UI = 0.0
a io = rata;.o
i* DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF MOOEI
DYNAMIC
. STRUCTURE STATEMENTS




! ! ! ! I ! ! !
EXECUTED FOR EACH TIME INCREMENT






r/,-|MPY= P-F+BtUAJA3/ li.AF J
rOD= < ' rP +A3A3/ <CAT )
>XD*A..P3- ' K.
YI.V- INTGRL< YDO.YDO
7Pp;-Ifpr:nF^TK7Z-F-L2 J .PS 20* COMF AR t 2D , -FRI C , FRIC >
J/M5
, Y.F-L i-DAMPY YD '/ME
R.ftC-Fl.AR-PA.XRD-Fri/MM
7n==INTGRL;ZD0,ZDD1
/-IWTdFiL' 7.0 .7. V '
.^.^I? M.GSlfKTH,.PS<




i'zrr;iiAVi , axi.magxrdd > >
*
, ihI Ti 7IT-, AX1 ,
i F l-OP. . AXI/i r I
.OF-
i. ;
f"V/ - F I-DF.LIMIT. 7IP.F I ,x i
"?1 .SIGN-U I TY,.FS-Ff'.
E)K" ;'J- 1TTY i C r _ r I . .
Dynamic Module
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- PDS-BETA* <Ql.-fQ2-Q3-Q4 J/VS
PODS - STEPC.O08)PD5






AS=LIMITC2IP, CTL>. (T CL-Z +20 J J )
AEQ=.SQRTlAVlAVaASAS/<AVlAVl-t-ASAS> )
"*P?^/R^AR;!!IA/yl"BETA"C*AE0/U1,SQRTCPl/Cl-.AFQ...







PE = LIMITCZIP.PS, PUS)
AY=P1D2LIMIT(ZIP.PI. Y>+.OOS
. ADDED .030 PREFLOU 6-25-86
*P3=C CXRDAR-yiPDl/e.ETA1/CAYC);2
P3 =1NSUCXRD,ZIP, C:XRDAR)/CAYC>)2 5
:::illiltttiilttiiitxiiitttitiittiitiitit:
- rrriUTtiAi err fv t rp sr\r.T.ri.i.i r- l. .- .- . . ~ . .
Dynamic Module
conl
- TERMINAL SECTION COPTIONAL) ; EXECUTED ONCE AT END
PREPARE X.XD.XDD Y.YO YDD Z,ZO,ZDD,XR,XRO,XRDO,P1,PS,PS,P3,PD<AX,PUF
PREPARE AY,AS,AEQ,Ql,Q2, Q3 , Q4 , UDD . UD , U , Pol , PD8 PDD5
, ,
-







APPENDIX C; Cubic solution for preload study
This appendix gives the results of a study of the cubic
equation relating actuator return flow (q(), bushing
motion
(y), and bushing spring preload (PL). Typical parameter
values are used to illustrate that a substantial preload

















































































































APPENDIX D_i Sample CSMP output
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PREF ARE VARIABLE RANGE OUTPUT
''ARIABLI MINIMUM MAXIMUM VARIABLE MINIMUM MAXIMUM
TIME 0 .OOOOOE -00 0.10000 >
-0 .26300 3.39294E -04
XD
Y
-147.69 30. 802 XDD -1 . 01950E+CF 1.81793E +05
-0 . 53706 7 .59 592E-0.V YD -253 .51 0.39663
<0U -1.34553E ?05 2 . 0 c;i-14E + 05 Z -0. 30000 I . 1S310E -04
-2 . 4638 11. 292 7.00 -3 .68679E+05 310.20XF,1
30. 000 31. 330 XRD -1 . 0274 23. 598
Xl;DD -647 .92 2 27::.9& PI 645 . 15 1630 . 1
F'8 689. 30 12E19.3 P5 21F. 4 2 1500. 0
P3 0. OOOOOE +00 66. 573 PD5 -7 . 40127"e+0A 33944.
i'i/ 0. OOOOOE +00 2.65918E-07 PU5 215.42 1500. 0
A r 5. OOOOOE -03 0.3E:i02 AS O.OOOOOE+OO 0.30000
AEO 0. OOOOOE+00 0.1 I:082 01 -1 . 0885 6.3133
132 0. OOOOOE +00 1.176 1 03 0 . OOOOOE + C-O 7 .9129
04 -0.41233 3.0364 -2726.2 36000.
III) -1.1233 30. 361 IJ 0 .OOOOOE+00 0.35663
PD1 -35288. 16267. PD8 -21827. 42963.
MODEL VARIABLE VALUES AT END OF CASE
TIME 0.10000E+00 ZZTIME=--0.65636E--47 DELT = 0.28719E-03 ZZDELT= 0.30626E+57









DELMAX = 0.20000E-02 7.7.DEI.X---0.2360AE -49 XD 30.302 X -0.26300
YD -11 1. 11 r -0..T.S706 ZD -2.1283 2
-0.-1323SE-
-01
XI:;D - 1 .0274 XR 31.328 PU5 270.99 UD 0.74123
LIU 0.24476 PU1 1416. 3 PUS 1034. r- XDD 0. 18479E+06
77.1013 - 30.302 YDD 0.20511E ? 06 ZZ1011= -111.11 ZDD 23.255
7. Z 10 -If. = -2. 4283 XRDD -372.79 ZZ1016= -1.027 4 PD5 3208.5
HDD = 129.59 7.710 17=. 0.74123 PD1 -2300 1. PD3 23714 .
/DO = O.OOOOOE+OO XO 0. OOOOOE ? 00 YDO O.OOOOOE+OO YO
0.63629E-
-01
/DO = 0. OOOOOE +00 7.0 -0.30000 XRDO 20.000 XRO 30.000
P50 = 1500.0 ZIP 0. OOOOOE +00 UI O.OOOOOE+OO P-10 821.00
P30 = 753.00 A 0.10000 AE 5.5000 AF
0.60000E-
-02
AP 0.31400E-03 AR 12.570 AU1 0.13200 AXI
0.20000E-
-02
B A = 1 .0000 BB 0. OOOOOE + 00 eETA 0 .1SOOOE+0A BP
0.20000E-
-01
PS = 5.0000 BS 3.0000 c = 104.50 DP 0. 25000
01 = 0 .23500 02 1 . 4500 03 0.72700 .0 4 0 . 75000
rr 35.000 FFB 2 70000 FR1C 10.000 FT- 5.0000
(, 386.10 Kl 200.00 K2 200.00 IC3 650.00





16 .000 MP 0.10000E -03 MS 0.10000E-02 M5
0.40000E-
-02
F-I = 3.14 1 6 PLy 90.000 PLU 6.0000 PLX
0. OOOOOE+OO
PL 7. 100.00 PS 1500.0 SPO 3.3000 T
1.0000
Til 1 . 57-10 UMAX. 2. 0000 UNIT* 1 .0000 AEO
0.13172E-
-01
ALUS 0. 12904E-0 1 AS 0.13238E -0 1 A03 0.57757E-01
AX 0 i-OO
AY 0. 50000E-02 Al 0.49087E -01 A 2 1 .6079 A3
0 . 37173








0 .OOOOOE+OO Q1 0 . 71122E -01 SKil 1 . 0000 S





w-l 414.81 0? 0 .16037 08 181
. 50
/MIN = 7.MAX 0 . 33000
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APPENDIX E; Table of final system variables
The values given in Table IV represent the final set
of
system variables. The results given in Section IVA are
based on these values.
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Table IV: Final system variables
poppet valve:
mp poppet mass .0012 slug
d3 poppet piston diameter .727
in2
dx poppet stem diamter .235
in2
Ki poppet spring rate 210 lb/in
bP viscous damping coefficient .02 lb/s
. 3
C2 flow constant across poppet piston .64
s lb
AXi poppet valve preflow area .002
in2
Floating Bushing:
mB bushing mass .0036 slug
d2 bushing diameter 1.45 in
K2 bushing spring rate 200 IbAn
(PL) bushing spring preload 90 lb




d4 spool diameter (fixed) .75 in
K3 spool spring rate 650 IbAn
PLz minimum spring preload (fixed) 100 lb
bs viscous damping coefficient 2.0 lb/s








actuator mass (fixed) 192 slug
. 2
Ae/Ar actuator piston areas (fixed)
5.50/12.57 in
. 3
Vj/Vg actuator fluid volumes (fixed)
414.8/181.5 in
BA viscous damping
coefficient (fixed) 3.0 lb/s
2
AV1/AV8 servovalve flow areas (fixed)
.132/.058in
in
orifice flow constant (fixed) 104-5 ^




fluid bulk modulus (fixed)
150,000 psi
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